September 2014 about the impact of
World War One on gardens and gardening.
Parks and Gardens UK are working in
partnership with the Museum and are hosting
a dedicated page on the website
in the Projects area.

Bulletin

Located under Explore in the top menu have
a look at the educational activities in the
Schools area.

Summer 2014

The website has been selected by the
Capability Brown Tercentenary Steering
Group to be the knowledge base and to
serve as the legacy catalogue; it has been
awarded a first round pass by the Heritage
Lottery Fund for the 2016 Festival. Their
goal is to reach 2016 with a full catalogue of
consistently presented records for all Brown
attributed sites. See the Projects area.

A storehouse of Information
How often do you explore the website
www.parksandgardens.org? Avon Gardens
Trust has been a contributor since its launch
in 2007. At first it was mainly a database
containing as many nationally and locally
important designed landscapes that could
be provided by county gardens trusts; it
included our original Gazetteer compiled in
the late 1980s, Avon Gardens Trust being
one of the first to catalogue the sites
within their area.

The Database: The website receives on
average over 500 visitors per day. Currently
they hold records of 7360 sites, 2116
associated persons, 300 organisations, 1794
references, 76 archives and 4332 digital
images amounting to just under 16,000
records in total. This represents a growth of
1214 records since the last report in 2013.

Since then the remit of the site has expanded
considerably and the latest news from the
Project Manager, Rachael Stamper, reveals
how much information can be gleaned
from a visit to the website. Information
about all of the Trustees in About Us, and
communications now include a Blog which
features topics of interest and timely notes
parksandgardensuk.wordpress.com

All in all, Parks and Gardens UK gives an
insight into all the dedicated research work
being done by County Gardens Trusts and is
well worth a visit. Don’t forget, if you come
across a site which you think ought to be on
the database or you find any inaccuracies
about one of our sites, then please let us
know at news@avongardentrust.org.uk

You can follow them on social media sites,
Twitter (@ParksGardensUK) and Facebook
(www.facebook.com/ParksGardensUK).
Share buttons are featured to make it easy
to pass on interesting information to others.
Have a look at the New Publications page
which features Book Reviews (in the News &
Events area on the website).

Saturday 19 July
Anne Hills

Special projects have been developed. In
collaboration with the Garden History Society
a list of Conservation Management Plans
can be found in the Conservation area. With
funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund the
Garden Museum will feature an exhibition in

Dont miss our
open gardens
event at
Chew Stoke
see page 4

Notes from the Chair
In this year of major anniversaries, namely
the one hundred years since the outbreak of
‘a war to end all wars’ and the tercentenary
of the start of the Georgian period, another
important tercentenary has been virtually
overshadowed, that of the death of George
London in 1714. George London’s place
as a garden designer is remembered by
most people for one major reason. Along
with Henry Wise, he was one of the leading
proponents for the introduction of the formal
Baroque gardens of France and Holland to
the wealthy landowners of England in the
late 17th century.
Like all good garden designers, George
London was not averse to introducing new
trends into his gardens. He visited France
in 1700 and saw first-hand the greater
variety that was being introduced into
certain formal settings by the creation of
serpentine walks. As an eminent garden
designer of his time, he kept on top of his
profession and was fully aware of the latest
developments stylistically in gardens and
was not afraid to use them.
This brings me to the Trust’s new venture
which is the holding of an open gardens
event on Saturday 19 July in the village of
Chew Stoke. Three gardens will be open
and one of these has been designed by
Paul Hervey-Brookes, the well-known
garden designer who won a gold medal
at Chelsea last year. In contrast to George
London’s formal designs which dominated
most of his career, Paul has been quoted as
saying ‘my work as a garden and landscape
designer is highly diverse and I relish the

If you pay for your membership
by cheque, don’t forget to
send your subscription to the
membership secretary by 1 July.
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opportunity to work on everything...’ He is
very supportive of the Trust and will be giving
a talk in the village hall on the day. There is
further information about this event on page 4.
A week later, due to the generosity of long
standing Trust member, we shall be holding
our AGM at Barrow Court followed by a
guided tour of the garden. Let us hope the
rain gods are kinder to us than at last year’s
AGM when the heavens opened just as we
met for tea ahead of the tour of the house
and grounds of Acton Court.
The three visits after Barrow Court are all to
gardens with different characters reflecting
the immense diversity and wealth of style we
have in our local area. The year concludes
with an illustrated talk entitled Paradise Lost
which focuses on the classical 18th century
landscape at Stourhead, one of the jewels of
the Georgian period.
I sincerely hope you will be able to join us at
one of these events. If you are unable to join
us, please keep in touch with the Trust by
looking at our website.

Ros Delany
We welcome our new members:
Dan Jones, Malcolm Ravenscroft
and Alida Robey

Patrons: Tony and Nancy Garrett
Registered Charity No. 900377 Company No. 2357099
CREATE Centre, Smeaton Road, Bristol BS1 6XN

Chairman: Ros Delany 01275 371398
r.delany@virgin.net
Membership Sec.: Anne Merriman 01934 833619
membership@avongardenstrust.org.uk
Danby, The Causeway,
Congresbury, Bristol BS49 5DJ
Trust publications are edited by
Emma Jones 0117 239 9715
editor@avongardenstrust.org.uk

www.avongardenstrust.org.uk

Working in Partnership
- Engaging with Schools
Association of Gardens Trusts
South Western Education Meeting
at Bicton Earth Centre
This well attended meeting was held
in February and the theme ‘working in
partnership – engaging with schools’ was
chosen to illustrate the collaborative way
in which the Devon Gardens Trust is now
approaching education. It was opened by
Gilly Drummond, Association President, who
described how the county garden trusts
education committees’ hard work over the
last thirty years had now ‘come together’;
with the introduction of the Small School
Task Force and the School Food Plan, she
thought their work within education was
now on the cusp of a wave!
We learnt of the recently formed Growing
Devon Schools Partnership and were
introduced to the members who were
present: RHS Rosemoor, Paignton Zoo,
Devon Composting Network, Growing
Together (Community Gardening) CIC,
and Ashburton School of Cookery - all of
whom have been working with schools.
The partnership does not want the good
work done by its members working along
similar lines to be replicated; the common
aim is to inspire and support schools and
crucially to help develop the skills and
confidence of teachers. Devon GT has
now decided to give concentrated funding
and mentoring support to designated
projects in only a small number of schools
per year, rather than spreading the funding
more thinly over many schools.
A primary teacher from East-the-Water
Primary School inspired us with her story
of the creation of her school garden from
scratch not only with the help of Devon
Gardens Trust, but also with the help of the
school governors, the Allotment Association,
the Prince’s Trust, the Environment Agency

and South West Water. The teachers
were encouraged to use the new garden,
to incorporate it into every area of the
curriculum and to constantly think about
the garden in their lesson plans. The success
of what was considered a ‘failing school’
is now celebrated as ‘outstanding’ and the
children love it!
As Education coordinator for AGT, I came
away determined to find out more about
the different agencies who were supporting
gardening in schools in our area and to
investigate how we might collaborate – but,
it has to be said, with a certain envy for other
county gardens trusts that are not spread
over four district councils as we are!
However, with the help of Farmlink, a local
initiative to bring awareness of farming to
city children, I contacted inner city primary
schools in our area about our grant offer for
their school gardens and AGT has donated
£50 to the following schools:
Bristol

Ashton Vale Primary
Cheddar Grove Primary
Compass Point Primary
Henbury Court Primary Academy
Oasis Academy New Oak
St Theresa’s RC Primary

S. Glos. Old Sodbury CofE Primary
St John’s Mead CofE Primary
N. Som. Burrington Primary
St Nicholas’ Chantry CEVC Primary
I will be visiting these schools in the second
half of the summer term to see what they
have been able to achieve and to listen to
their needs, and I hope to be able to show
photographs in the next bulletin. If any AGT
members live near one of these schools and
would be interested in visiting/mentoring their
efforts (particularly in South Gloucestershire)
please contact me at andthia@hotmail.com
as I would welcome any help.

Cynthia Troup, Education Coordinator
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AGT Events
Three Open Village Gardens
Chew Stoke
Saturday 19 July, 1.30 to 5.00pm
with an illustrated talk at 3.30pm
Within the picturesque area around the
ancient church in Chew Stoke are three very
different gardens:
a newly restored garden
at the Old Rectory

1

Paul Hervey-Brookes in his garden

2

a lovely old established cottage
garden in the heart of the village

3

a garden created last year by
Chelsea Gold Medal winner,
Paul Hervey-Brookes

Paul is a botanically trained plantsman and
award winning garden & landscape designer.
His RHS medals include Gold at the Chelsea
Flower Show in 2013 and Gold at Hampton
Court in 2012.
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At 3.30 in the Church Hall, Paul will be giving
an illustrated talk entitled Space, an Illusion
and Other Mysteries in which he will explore
the nature of gardened spaces and ways
to create a sense of place or feel, before
moving into practical solutions to help make
even the smallest garden feel larger.
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For the following Trust events,
please book using the forms
enclosed with this Bulletin.
For more information contact Peter Hills:
visits@avongardenstrust.org.uk
or phone 01275 858 809

Entry to all three gardens and Paul’s talk will
be £5 per adult payable on the day no booking required.
Tickets will be available in the Church Hall,
where cream teas and cakes will be served
during the afternoon. Plants will also be
available for sale.

Annual General Meeting
Barrow Court

Saturday 26 July, 2pm
There is still time to book for the tour of
the garden at Barrow Court. Full details
in the spring Bulletin or on our website.

Cynthia Troup

£7.50 members, £9.50 guests, for tour and
refreshments. Entry to the AGM is free.
Book by 18 July.
We would appreciate if those wishing only to
attend the AGM would let us know in advance.
Directions: Chew Stoke village is situated
on the B3114, to the north of Chew Valley
Lake, and south west of Chew Magna. If you
are travelling from further afield, the village is
about 4 miles east of Bristol airport. From the
A38, take the B3130 signposted to Chew
Magna & Winford.

See Barrow Court from
a different angle on page 10

Serridge House
Tuesday 19 August, 2pm

For further information please call
01275 333002 or visit our website:
www.avongardenstrust.org.uk

Ros Delany

For sat nav users, BS40 8TU should get
you to Church Lane.

Cynthia Troup

The lanes with their grass verges, trees and
hedgerows that surround Serridge House
give the impression this area has always
been a traditional rural landscape. There is
little suggestion now that at the beginning
of the 19th century this area was the centre
of the active coal mining area of the North
Bristol Coalfield.
Coal had been mined in the area since at
least the early medieval period. Prior to the
Dissolution of the Monasteries, the large
manor of Pucklechurch in which Serridge lies
5

Camers

had been held by the Bishops of Bath and
Wells. Following the Dissolution, the manor
was granted to William Herbert, 1st Earl of
Pembroke from whom it was acquired by Sir
Maurice Denys, the owner of nearby Siston.

Saturday 20 September, 2pm

Peter Jones

The manor then passed to a cousin Hugh
Denys and remained with the Denys family
until the death of William Dennis in 1701. His
estate passed to his two daughters Mary and
Elizabeth who continued the tradition of
granting leases and selling coal mining rights.
In 1719 Sir Alex Cumming, husband of Mary,
sold the estate of Serridge to Henry Pinnel
but he retained the mineral rights for the area.

Ros Delany

Extensive gardens set in a west facing
site on the limestone of the Cotswold
escarpment, with outstanding views over
the Severn estuary.

Serridge House, parts of which date back
to the Georgian period, was purchased
by the Mannings in 1969. Janet Manning
has created a garden of 2.5 acres which
features mature trees, heather and conifer
beds, island beds and a woodland area with
pond. In the summer the large island beds
are full of herbaceous plants. A feature of the
garden is the number of statues made from
wood that are dotted around the garden. The
garden is mostly flat lawns and pathways but
wheelchair access to the lake is difficult.

Camers is a listed Elizabethan farmhouse
(not open) with a young wood, planted in
2000, and 2.5 acres of garden to explore.
The different areas include a Parterre, a
Formal Garden, the Terrace, a Japanese
Garden, Prairie Bed and a Secret Garden,
all planted with a wide range of shrubs,
perennials and bulbs alongside a collection
of garden art.
Disabled Access: Most parts of the
garden are accessible by wheelchair
provided they can cope with the steep
slopes of the cotswold escarpment.
£10 members, £12 guests, to include teas.
Book by 13 September.
Chapel Lane, Old Sodbury,
South Gloucestershire BS37 6RG
www.camers.org

£6 members, £8 guests, to include cream
tea and a donation to NGS charities.
Book by 12 August.
Henfield Road, Coalpit Heath,
South Gloucestershire BS36 2UY
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Peter Jones

Janet Manning will take us around her
garden which is rarely open to the public. If
the weather is fine, a cream tea will be served
outside in the courtyard which contains many
old farm implements.

Milton Lodge Gardens

A separate early 19th century arboretum
and orchard known as the Combe provide a
good contrast to the formal gardens.

Tuesday 14 October, 2pm (note changed date)
This Grade II listed garden was conceived
around 1900 by Charles Tudway the present
owners great grandfather.

£11 members, £13 guests, to include tea.
Book by 30 September.
Milton Lodge, Old Bristol Road, Wells,
Somerset, BA5 3AQ. Milton Lodge is half a
mile north of Wells on Old Bristol Road. The
car park is first gate on the left.
www.miltonlodgegardens.co.uk

“Paradise Lost”
An illustrated talk by Julia Mottershaw
Tuesday 18th November, 2pm
The missing garden buildings at Stourhead
Milton Lodge Gardens

Julia Mottershaw, an experienced guide
at Stourhead, was drawn to researching
the history of the garden because of the
challenge of finding evidence for the one
time existence of early 18th century garden
buildings. Placed in the landscape at
Stourhead by Henry ‘the Magnificent’ in the
1740s, it seems the buildings were removed
by his grandson during garden renovations
some 30 years later.

It was replanned in 1962 with mixed borders,
old fashioned roses, ground cover, numerous
climbers and old established yew trees.

Pip Meddleton

During the first ten years of the 20th century
the sloping ground was transformed into the
existing series of architectural terraces and
in the words of Lanning Roper “The great
glory of the gardens of Milton Lodge is their
position high on the Mendip Hills, to the
north of Wells ... with broad panoramas of
Wells Cathedral and the Vale of Avalon”.

Milton Lodge Gardens

The disappearance of these fine garden
features led Julia to wondering why, and
where did they go. Her detailed research
led her to museums in France and to
comparisons with other gardens and
landscapes in England.
£5 members, £7.00 guests.
Book by 13 November.
To be held at the Apostle Room, Clifton
Cathedral, Clifton Park, Bristol BS8 3BX.
Light refreshments are available from 1pm.
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Our visit to

Corsham Court
Sunday 27 April

The house dates from 1582 but was not
acquired by the Methuen family until the 18th
Century. From 1761 Lancelot Brown was
busy with designs for not only the parkland
but also the house itself. First we admired the
Gingko tree, one of the finest in the county,
and which is in such good health that it never
drops branches. Yew hedges border the
north side, cut to cloud effect and trimmed
once per year, they help to mask buildings on
the High Street. Introduced two generations
ago, the hedges are now mechanically
trimmed but previously cutting was done
manually (and precariously) from ladders.

estate is clearly identifiable from this terrace
and the view takes in the small lake, most of
which was completed to Repton’s ideas later
in the century. There are distant views of the
hills at Bowood.
In his tour James revealed the many layers
of history here at Corsham. Nash had been
employed in the late 18th century at the
same time as Repton, and various ‘gothic’
features can be spotted on buildings around
the garden. Revision and refurbishment has
carried on to the present day.

Peter Jones

We moved round to the east front where
Brown had added a Picture gallery to the
house, designed very much as a place from
which to view the landscape as much as to
view paintings. The periphery planting to the

Wendy Pollard

The rain was just easing, the peacocks
raucously welcoming, as the party assembled
in the stately south courtyard. James MethuenCampbell, the current owner of Corsham
Court, introduced us to the house and garden.
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The park suffered considerable losses
from Dutch elm disease, but a Countryside
Stewardship Scheme helped to restore and
replicate the former tree cover. The avenue
stretching northwards from the house is now
mainly lime.

Peter Jones

Moving on to Brown’s ‘great walk’ we got
glimpses through groups of holly, holm oak
and yew, which provide a shaded wilderness
walk across to the parkland scene created
by Brown. The ha-ha edge was repaired in
the 1960s. The Methuen family created a
new walk in the 1980s through the north part
of the park to complete the circuit, together
with an arboretum.
We retraced our steps to visit the two-storey
Bath House, designed by Brown, with later
gothic additions by Nash. Elegantly arcaded,
the bath is sunk to below Ground level,
with a changing or sitting room above. We
walked back to our starting point through
wooded glades of bluebells, fritillaries and
narcissi. - There are five species of orchid
here including the white helleborine, the only
known place to see it in Wiltshire.

We turned a corner and found ourselves in
an area with a more formal Victorian feel.
Herbaceous borders marked by clumps of
bright yellow tulips, a small walled garden
with climbing roses, a hornbeam allée and
a lily pond. This is the garden created by
the wife of the first Lord Methuen around
1810. These gardens were recorded in the
early 20th century in the watercolours of a
Miss Southey, and illustrations for a 1901
edition of Country Life. They provide a good
reference source for restoration. The rose
garden, with some problematical box hedges
is being re-thought. An area close by is
changing to a woodland theme with clumps
of butchers broom and new ferns. We
admired the catalpa grove planted just after
World War II.

In a corner we found the charming 1966 rear
entrance to the Bath House, constructed
with stones and carved fragments saved
from the Priory in Bradford-on-Avon (a
Methuen house demolished in the 1950s).

Wendy Pollard

Proprietorial peacocks followed us on our
tour, announcing their presence. James
noted that they are not the only wildlife; there
are muntjac deer from the park which love to
eat aquilegias and geraniums.
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It’s difficult to decide the most fascinating
aspect of this grade II* registered estate, but
we were amazed and enchanted by the many
fine trees on the estate, notably a fine cedar,
copper beeches, and a massive oriental plane
which has suckered and layered to create a
huge planted area of contorted and sculptural
woodland. An extraordinary site.

We adjourned to Jenny’s cafe in the High
Street for tea and cakes.

Gill Clarke

Barrow Court
from above

Ros Delany recently had the
opportunity to enjoy a slightly
different view of Barrow Court,
venue for our AGM this year,
from the roof of the adjoining
Church of St Mary & St Edward.
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Wendy Pollard

It is all praise to the Methuen family that
this garden is benefitting from a regime of
continuous but sympathetic change. We
enjoyed an interesting afternoon and our
thanks are due to James Methuen-Campbell
for his knowledgeable and dedicated
enthusiasm for the park and garden,
and of course to the peacocks for their
serenade throughout.

Bristol City Council supports and hosts
meetings for local support groups for
Bristol’s many parks with quarterly meetings
arranged by the Parks Department; AGT are
invited to participate. The Parks Forum has
its own committee who agree the agendas
for meetings with the Parks Department.
We can raise any topics we feel relevant
and ask for an officer to come and talk
with us. We have regular updates on the
Operations of the Parks Department and
their contractors together with their funding.
Topics have included the Central Area Plan
and Castle Park, consultations on parks
users’ satisfaction with the service they
receive and a discussion on any amendments
to the bye laws governing use of the parks.
Some years ago AGT was involved with
an initiative called Park Detectives. The
original programme having closed and so,
with the agreement of the Council, grants

A Helping Hand
We are delighted to give support to community
groups in the form of a modest grant.
Hartcliffe Health & Environment Action
Group is a charity based at the Gatehouse
Centre in the Dundry View area of South
Bristol. Established for 24 years, the group
works to improve the health, wellbeing and
environment of local people. They aim to
achieve this by providing a range of services
and activities for residents. All projects are
led by professionals in their field, and most
are supported by teams of volunteers.
Last year they had 3750 hours of volunteer
support. As with many such organisations
their funding has been cut.
Among their activities is Greens@HHEAG two community gardens where food is grown
by volunteers, sometimes learning a new skill
or for therapy, as part of ‘Plot to Plate’. The
produce is often for sale through the Food
for All Co-op shop or stalls. I went to visit the
gardens on a sunny day in March and saw

www.martinedwardsphotography.co.uk

Bristol Parks Forum

Mina Road Park

were offered by AGT, with Parks Users
Groups asked to suggest projects. Mina
Road Park Group applied for funds to plant
a tree in memory of one of their founding
members, Ivy Bolt. They are an active park
group looking after an attractive small park
in a densely populated urban area: your
committee were pleased to agree a sum
to enable a Betula utilis Jaquemontii to be
planted, giving white bark and a modest
mature height.
www.bristolparksforum.org.uk

Wendy Pollard
the efforts being made to keep the allotment
site going with a minimal labour force. I
spotted a polytunnel looking torn and leaky
- polytunnels enable the growing season to
be extended for salads during the winter and
to start up seedlings early in the year. The
dedicated people who run the programmes
are fully deserving of our support with a new
cover for the polytunnel.
www.hheag.org.uk
Dry Arch Growers are a Bathampton
Community Co-operative registered as an
Industrial Provident Society. They comprise
a group of people from Bathampton and
surrounding areas whose aim is to manage
back to useful life a six acre site which was,
until twenty years ago, a market garden, for
the benefit of the local community. Situated
in an area of outstanding natural beauty
with views over both Bathampton and the
Kennet and Avon canal, the property has
been cultivated and farmed for several
hundred years.
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They manage a veg box scheme to
encourage local people to grow and buy
local food. They host school visits to engage
children in the growing process. They provide
volunteering opportunities for local people
to learn about vegetable growing and to
enjoy gardening as well as providing the
educational opportunities for school children.
For the first three years they focused on
vegetable growing. They now need to focus
on the rest of the land - an overgrown
and neglected orchard. Many of their fruit
trees are very old bramleys and need to be
replaced and augmented. This is a wide
open and sunny expanse of land and, reliant
as they are on their income from members
and the sale of produce, we were happy to
give them a grant to buy and introduce a
range of different types of apple tree.
www.dryarchgrowers.co.uk

Kings Weston Action Group
KWAG applied to Avon Gardens Trust
for a grant towards the construction of
an orientation and interpretation board
to be placed at the entrance to the
estate from the Shirehampton Road.
This is to enable visitors to understand
the extent of the park land and to
discover its historic features. KWAG
discussed the project with Bristol City
Council Estates Department to ensure
that the proposed board fits in with the
existing ‘Heritage Estates’ boards at
other historic parks in the City. AGT were
happy to respond with the payment of
the requested amount of £1700. KWAG
will also contribute to this project with
their own design work and labour.

Wendy Pollard

Bookshelf

Many of the gardens have been created
in historic properties, such as Scampston
Hall in Yorkshire where the Walled Garden,
designed by Piet Oudolf and planted
ten years ago, joins a ‘Capability’ Brown
landscape park, an 1890 rock garden and
the remains of formal work by Charles
Bridgeman in the 1720s.

The New English Garden
Tim Richardson
ISBN 9780711232709
A review of this book can
be found on the website
www.parksandgardens.org
A large format book with plentiful
photographs taken by Andrew Lawson, the
25 gardens featured have all been ‘made
or re-made over the past decade’ and have
been selected by Richardson on the basis of
‘evidence of new thinking and new ideas’.

British Gardens in Time
The Greatest Gardens and
the People who Shaped Them
Katie Campbell
ISBN 9780711235762

Emma Jones

Scampston Hall in 2011

The book of the BBC TV series shown in
April this year; it is packed with information,
illustrations and photographs. This is garden
history as a compelling and accessible
story. From the first chapter discussing early
Roman, Medieval, Tudor, Elizabethan and
Jacobean gardens, Katie Campbell turns
to four iconic gardens – Stowe, Biddulph
Grange, Nymans and Great Dixter – to
bring us into the 20th century.

To order telephone 01903 828503 or e-mail mailorders@lbsltd.co.uk. British Gardens in Time £16.00 incl. p&p (RRP £20.00)
offer code APG120. The New English Garden £32.00 incl. p&p (RRP £40.00) offer code APG5
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Bishops Knoll
Now owned by the Woodland Trust,
Bishop’s Knoll in the Sneyd Park area of
Bristol was the residence of the wealthy
Bush family who made the house and
grounds available for Australian troops
to convalesce during WWI. Bev Knott, a
volunteer with the Woodland Trust, gives us
a feel for the place as you can find it now.
Rising up the slopes from the Avon valley
right at the edge of Bristol, is Bishop’s Knoll
Wood. Much loved by those who go there,
it is surprisingly little known. Of course, as
in any wood, there are pleasant meandering
paths among the trees with occasional
glimpses of Leigh Woods on the other side
of the Avon; a new walker will encounter
many surprises.
Near the entrance a mighty oak looms
through the branches of apple and other
fruit trees. It could be as old as 600 years,
dating back to when this was the Bishops
of Worcester’s deer park. Measuring seven
metres around its trunk, this is one of the
great trees of Bristol.

Beach Line) you suddenly come across
the unexpected sight of a Coast Redwood
soaring skywards, and a strange featherleaved Beech, grafted, I’m told, onto a native
Beech (you can still see the graft line about
eye level). Then there’s a Western Red Cedar
with three of its trunks first spread along the
ground before shooting upwards. Further
on you come to the tall Jeffrey’s Pine with
its huge cones, the rare Lawson’s Cypress,
and the vast Austrian Black Pine halfway
up the hill. These exotic trees are not
clustered in one place but are scattered
among British native trees.
You’re hardly in the woods when you
encounter relics of the past 19th Century
estate. Wrought iron fences emerge from the
undergrowth, sometimes upright, elsewhere
sadly fallen on the ground. Further into the
wood you turn a corner and a great wall
confronts you, holding up one of the many
terraces of the former gardens.
If you climb to the top of the terrace wall
(both restored a few years ago by the
Woodland Trust), you can explore further
terraces which are less well preserved,
entangled with the bushes.
At the foot of the steps is one of the
crowning glories, a wrought iron pergola,
once probably trained with apples trees as
a few still survive and bear apples, thick
carpets on the ground in autumn.

Not far away towers a majestic Monterey
Cypress. This, and the fruit trees, are
reminders that the wood was once the
grounds of Knoll House – demolished in
the 1970’s, its site is now occupied by
modern flats next to Bramble Lane. A 19th
Century mansion often had to have its own
arboretum. That is why when you walk along
the path next to the railway (the Severn

Anne Hills

Anne Hills

Bev Knott, The Woodland Trust
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George Hulbert and

Oaklands

Oaklands in the 1930s

Oaklands in Almondsbury will always
be associated with Hiatt Baker, the
wealthy businessman and benefactor to
the University of Bristol. In the early part of
the last century he created the Japanese
Garden there which still remains, albeit
in a neglected state. Like many affluent
men of his era he went on plant collecting
expeditions which included visits to the
Caucasus Mountains, Corsica, the Pyrenees,
Crete, Palestine and Lebanon. Many of the
trips were undertaken with other notable
collectors including a trip to the Alps with
Canon Ellacombe in 1903. He was a
close friend of EA Bowles, the prominent
horticulturalist, plantsman and garden writer,
who was a regular visitor to Oaklands.
The Japanese Garden in the 1930s
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In contrast, little is known about the detail
of the garden and the people who worked
in the gardens at Oaklands. By a remarkable
stroke of luck this changed in late 2012
when the Trust was contacted by a lady
who lived in East Sussex. She informed us
her father had been the Head Gardener at
Oaklands and enquired whether the Trust
would be interested in some photographs
and plant lists that she had found among
his papers. Last autumn, an envelope
arrived which included among its contents
fifteen photographs, three plants lists dating
from the 1930s and a copy of an extract
that had appeared in The Gardener’s
Chronicle for 1933.
George Hulbert
pruning a Hydrangea

George Hulbert
came to Oaklands
in 1930 as Head
Gardener, four years
before the death of
Hiatt Baker. Born in
Badminton in 1889,
George Hulbert
completed his
journeymanship at
Westonbirt where he
was subsequently
employed as a gardener. He remained at
Oaklands until 1944 and after three other
jobs he moved to Cornwall in 1949 to be
Head Gardener at Trengwainton.
His meticulous care of the gardens is shown
by the plant lists he kept which give detailed
descriptions of what was growing in specific
areas of the garden and glasshouses in the
1930s. The first record details the names of
plants in the No. 2 Glasshouse. Each plant
is listed under its botanical name along with
information on where it came from. The
list includes plants from Asia Minor, Kenya,
Chile, Bolivia and Madagascar. Some have
the names alongside them of the person who
donated the plant such as an Iris japonica

The third plant list is headed Oaklands
Collection 1938 and lists 53 different varieties
of clematis that include well known ones
such as Nelly Moser, Etoile de Rose and
Viticella Alba to one listed as “no.105 Prof
Chung’s not yet flowered in this country”.

Interior of a glasshouse

x ‘Wattii’ given by “Bowles”, presumably
his great friend ‘Gus’ Bowles of Myddelton
House. Other entries have “Forrest” against
them, referring to George Forrest who
became one of the first explorers of China’s
then remote south-western province of
Yunnan. Plants obtained from George Forrest
were Didissandra, Perantha and Briggsia.

The extract from The Gardeners Chronicle
for December 1933 has a description of
Hiatt Baker’s garden in mid-October of
that year. Particular mention was made
of “A raised border at the foot of a south
wall accommodated some notable bulbs
– tubers, rhizomes, corms and other roots
likewise…” Later in the article, mention
is made of the contents of the various
glasshouses where “we were shown
Anemone capensis with large, white flowers;
Nerine filifolia; tyrian-purple Myosotis azorica
and blue Anagallis linifolia var. Hispanica”.

The view across the lake to the house

The Alpine House, dated 16 February 1934

The second list details plants in the Alpine
House and again with either the name of the
country they were from or the name of the
person who had given the plant alongside
the botanic name. Occasionally there is an
entry for a plant from another garden such
as Westonbirt and Burford. Over 130 plants
are listed which confirms the life-long interest
Hiatt Baker had with alpine plants.

The gardens at Oaklands must have been
a magnificent sight with their profusion and
diversity of plants. A Mr G Dalrymple of
The Nurseries at Bartley visited the garden
in May 1935 and was enthralled by the
“splendid standard of cultivation”. In a letter
to George Hulbert, he mentions “the amazing
collection of plants you have got together”.
He concludes by writing “I give Oaklands full
marks and its gardener the same”.
Our grateful thanks go to the family of
George Hulbert as it is entirely due to the
material that has been sent to the Trust that
has increased our knowledge of the garden
at Oaklands and the plants being grown
there in the 1930s.

Ros Delany
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In the last Bulletin it was announced that
documents had been uncovered that were
shedding new light on the development of
the Kings Weston landscape in the 18th
Century. This large archive of material had
been preserved with the descendants of the
Southwell Family, the Lords de Clifford, and
was held by John Southwell Russell, the
27th Lord de Clifford. We are delighted to
say that, following the Kings Weston Action
Group’s request to study the collection,
Lord de Clifford asked whether the group
could organise for the whole archive to be
transferred to the Bristol Record Office. This
has new been undertaken and although it
won’t be immediately available for public
inspection the Record Office is looking
at its cataloguing as a priority.
KWAG were fortunate in having access to
all of the material before it was transferred to
the BRO and there is a great deal of interest
to anyone with a curiosity in the history of the
Kings Weston estate. Perhaps most significant
among the thousands of papers has been a
collection of several hundred personal letters
collected by Edward Southwell (1738-1777),
later the 21st Baron de Clifford, which were
sent to him by his mother Katherine. Katherine
Southwell, whose portrait by Allan Ramsay still
hangs in Kings Weston House, was a prolific
letter writer. The collection covers much of
the period between 1749 and 1762 including
her son’s three year Grand Tour and his
efforts to build himself a political and personal
reputation on his return. They also paint
a vivid picture of the genuine maternal
affection between the two.
One of the earliest letters was written on
8th July 1749 when Edward Southwell II
was just 11. His parents had embarked on
an inspection of the family’s Irish estates and
Katherine ensured her son was kept updated
and entertained by their progress. From
Downpatrick she wrote:
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Peggy Stembridge

New Discoveries
at Kings Weston

“Mr, Trotter has planted a Grove, which,
when grown will be, very pretty, in the middle
of it is the statue of Jupiter which went from
King’s Weston, who is now called St. Patrick,
and together with his companion Vesta, now
St. Bridget is had in great veneration by the
poor Irish who rub their beads and say their
Avemarias before them”.
A statue of Hercules at Kings Weston is well
documented, and considered to be the same
one now in the gardens of Goldney House,
but what is evident from this letter is that there
must have been a more extensive scheme
of statuary, some of which was disposed
of within thirty years of Sir John Vanbrugh’s
garden embellishments having been completed.
The reasons for this are not clear.
The statue of Hercules vanished from the
estate at some time between 1746 and the
early 1760s but is first recorded at Goldney
later that decade. From Katherine’s letters
we also learn that the Great Court in which
Hercules stood was dismantled in August
1762 shortly after Edward Southwell’s return
from the Grand Tour. Evidently the existing
gardens were outdated and his remodelling
coincides with his soaring social and political
aspirations. If the Downpatrick statues were
further works attributable to John Nost, as the
Goldney example is, we shall never know as
no trace of them exists today.

Edward Southwell’s interest in his park and
gardens was evident already in 1755. As
he undertook a tour of the UK, a traditional
precursor to the rigours of the Grand Tour,
letters from Katherine keep him comforted
that his new plantations were safe from frost
and notes his ‘commissions’ directed to her
and Mr Nicholls, the Estate’s agent, are being
carried out. After 1758, and throughout his
Grand Tour too, there are regular directions
being sent back and plans being exchanged
by post. Katherine describes a plantation
at Kings Weston that her son had planted
before his departure: “your serpentine
plantation at the bottom of Penpole, looks
much less like a snake than it used to do”.
In a letter of 1759 Katherine explains that
the head gardener, Mr Gould (“Gould and
I are such, dear friends as you would think
scarce possible between Scotch and
English”) has proposed new designs that
she clearly knew would fall short of her son’s
ambitions. She mentions too that Mr Nicholls
had begun sourcing local clay for bricks for
future use in a kitchen garden. Mentions of
tulip trees, arbutus and many other species
also add to our knowledge of what was
being grown in the park.
Perhaps the most important discovery made
from studying Katherine’s letters is the definite
involvement of Thomas Wright in the designs
of the gardens at Kings Weston. Within a
month of his return from Europe Edward
Southwell was already in contact with Wright
and had invited him to the estate. On the
8th April Katherine wrote from her home
at Westhorpe “I wish I could see your new
designs with Wright but you will tell them me
and they will shew better when executed”
and just two days later wrote again “I am
glad you are agreeably detained and that Mr.
Wright and you have not quarrelled. He must
be a very odd creature for he has refused
very advantageous offers from Lord Halifax,
to go with him to Ireland and prefers liberty
tho’ joined to poverty. I don’t blame him for
I think I shou’d do the same”.

Katherine’s later letters suggest a close
friendship developed between her son
and the Wrights. Katherine mentions of a
number of meetings in 1761 and 1762 and
she even entertains Thomas and his wife in
London when they are in town. Katherine’s
correspondence, found in the archive, finish in
September 1762, just as they begin to fill with
detail of the present walled kitchen gardens
being constructed; “I honour your spirit and
resolution, that has carried your walls up
against all your ministry, but know that from
this time forward you’ll be charged with every
blight that falls on your trees and must never
complain of unripe fruit, or backward pease,
without being told you wou’d have the walls
so high no sun can come into your garden.”
Wright re-enters the Kings Weston story more
than a decade later in 1776. A single letter in
his own hand, and preserved at Badminton,
notes his return to Kings Weston and that
“the place in general greatly improv’d” but
“wants much yet to be done”. He makes no
hint of his authorship, only that he has already
discussed alterations with Mr Southwell and
“some more remarks may take place”.
Sadly there is no mention of what specific
works were undertaken by Wright on the
estate and with Edward Southwell’s obvious
involvement and ability there is likely to be as
much by his hand as by Wright’s. Perhaps
it might be fair to consider Kings Weston as
a partnership by these two men? However
there are several features at Kings Weston
depicted on a 1772 estate plan that KWAG
have tentatively attributed to Wright before
now. The Quarry Garden, woodland seats,
serpentine paths and a viewing mound are
features either documented or extant that
have precedents in Wrights canon. With a
documented chronology of at least some of
his time at Kings Weston, and knowledge of
the close relationship with his client, we have
a concrete justification to add Kings Weston
as another Thomas Wright landscape.

David Martyn
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Excavations at Tyntesfield
From 1843, the fortunes of the Gibbs family
at Tyntesfield were largely due to the import
and sale of dried droppings of sea birds,
known as guano, which is an effective natural
fertilizer, rich in nitrates (see Journal No 7).
It seems entirely fitting then, that under
the direction of the Head Gardener at
Tyntesfield, Paul Evans, all manner of natural
composting and soil enrichment should be
on the increase. Hence, the need for a larger
composting area, and therefore, the recently
approved planning application.
Tyntesfield’s Grade II* historic park and
garden, you might think, is easily large
enough to conceal a composting area
containing two rows of storage bunkers.
Obviously, it had to be near to the walled
garden and glasshouses, which generate all
year round compostable waste. An area of
interest had already been identified by earlier
investigative work.
The comprehensive National Trust
archaeological survey of September 2003,
had revealed the site of a small building
which local knowledge says was used as
stabling for the gardeners work horse. It
appears on the 1883 OS map with a track
running to it, from the north.
The recent results of an evaluation excavation
just north-west of the walled kitchen garden,
shows at this location the foundations of a
stone building 8.2m long and 4.2m wide. A
small scale excavation took place in January
2014 to determine the survival and condition
of the structure and to draw a plan of the site.
Plan of the building
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The foundations shown are 35cm wide
and made of local carboniferous limestone
cemented together with lime mortar. The
entrance threshold is of pennant sandstone
and measures 2m long by 0.5m wide with
a bevelled edge but a plain exterior face
projected 10cm forward of the line of the
wall. Extending from under each side of this
threshold were bands of iron.

The pennant sandstone threshold with the iron bands

A curious feature noted in the excavation was
that after 20cm the inner face of the northwest wall sloped down before continuing at a
level 10cm lower than the outer wall face.
A section of earthenware drainage pipe is
visible in the south-west wall. Below the
topsoil on the north-east side of the threshold,
a small area of broken clay tiles were found,
indicating that the roof of the mystery
structure had been covered with clay tiles.
To help date the site, a part of a stoneware
ginger beer bottle manufactured by Brook &
Prudencio indicated that it could have been
left there any time between 1890 and 1930.

Conclusion:
This structure is thought to be a garden
building used to keep a garden pony and
perhaps also served as a cart shed. The
pony is thought to have been used to pull
garden machinery such as a mower or to
haul carts along a tramway which was built
between the mansion garden and the kitchen
garden and used to take waste material to a
waste processing area in the vicinity.

There are no known photographs of the
building before its demolition, neither are
there images of the tramway although the
wheels for the tramway cart can be found
along with parts of the frame of the cart in the
loading bay at the west end of the ha-ha.
Some of the tram rails have been recycled
and can be seen today, reinforcing a bench
in one of the glasshouses. The Pennant
sandstone threshold with its iron fixings may
be associated with a terminal
for the park tramway.

Building shown

1883 Ordnance Survey

become roofless and derelict. Perhaps the
sad loss of estate workers and their labour
during the first world war accounts in part for
this. Increased mechanization after the war
may have made the garden pony redundant.

A tram rail reused as a bench support

The building is not shown on the Wraxall tithe
map of 1837, but, as already mentioned, It is
shown on the 1883 Ordnance Survey edition
located against the south-east edge of a
small area screened by trees and open to
the park on the north-west side. Some time
between 1903 and 1934 the building has
1837 tithe map

Site of building

Further details concerning the use of this
structure during the later 19th and early
20th centuries are likely to be found in the
Gibbs family archive which is not
accessible at this time.
The burial of the structure and its covering
with a protective layer will mean that no
archaeological damage is likely to affect the
site during the proposed development of the
new composting area.
The full detailed application can be read
online at the North Somerset Planning Portal.
Reference Application No: 14/P/0725/F.
Additional Ordnance Survey maps of the
site up until 1934 are shown as well as more
photographs of the archaeology of the site,
now protectively covered.

Anne Hills
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Dates for your Diary

Parks & Gardens UK / Association of Gardens Trusts /
Garden History Society

Tyntesfield Lecture Series 2014

Gear up for World War I
and Brown 300 Projects!

The Gibbs, Guano and British
agriculture in the 19th Century
Friday 11 July, 11am-12.30pm
In this talk, Lesley Kinsley - author of the
piece on Tyntesfield’s guano trade in Avon
Gardens Trust’s last Journal - will explore
the importance of Peruvian guano and how
it has been revered and used, probably for
millennia, by native peoples in Peru. Lesley
will examine the political factors operating in
Britain, Europe and Peru that enabled Antony
Gibbs and Sons to enter the guano trade
and begin the period that became known as
the Guano Age.
£5 per person, normal admission applies,
including a cup of tea. Booking essential:
phone: 0844 249 1895
www.nationaltrust.org.uk/tyntesfield/

21 July 2014, 10.15am to 4pm
Looking for inspiration to get a research
project going in your Trust? Wanting to get
involved in marking these anniversaries but
not sure where to start? We can point you
in the right direction!
These important anniversaries are fast upon
us! Promoting well-researched understanding
of related designed landscapes is integral
to our public commemorations and offers a
strong role for County Gardens Trusts.
BCSV, The Centre for Voluntary Action,
138 Digbeth, Birmingham, B5 6DR
more details: www.gardenstrusts.org.uk
Details of these and other events at our
website www.avongardenstrust.org.uk

Largest selection of plants in the city

Riverside
Garden Centre & Café

Join us on Facebook & Twitter

@Riverside_GCHQ

Clift House Road, Southville, Bristol BS3 1RX

0117 966 7535

www.riversidegardencentre.com
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